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About This Content

Expand your puzzle adventures with the Q.U.B.E. 2 Season Pass, which will give owners of the original game complete
access to an epic collection of DLC.

The Season Pass features four fantastic pieces of DLC for gamers who can’t get enough of Q.U.B.E. 2, including Two Puzzle
Packs, the Original Glove Skin and the Original Soundtrack!

The Deluxe Edition gives players access to all currently released content, alongside all upcoming content in the Season Pass such
as two themed puzzle packs with all-new puzzles to solve.

Lost Orbit, Puzzle Pack 1 - AVAILABLE NOW

Expand your experience of Q.U.B.E. 2 with Lost Orbit, the DLC Puzzle Pack which gives players access to 10 brand new and
exciting puzzle rooms with an additional master puzzle to finish. The DLC is packed with 32 collectibles to discover in hidden

areas which changes the flow of play and also presents the player with fresh challenges.

Step aboard the space station for pure-puzzler action and tackle a variety of brain-teasing puzzles, significantly more difficult
than the main game. The open game structure allows players to explore the puzzle rooms in whichever order they would like and

the collectibles provide additional challenges in each room for hardcore puzzle fans to get stuck into. Fans of the Q.U.B.E.
franchise won’t want to miss out on this fantastic piece of DLC!

Features List
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Classic puzzle pack with a space theme

10 challenging puzzle rooms with multiple objectives

1 master room puzzle

Open game structure

32 hidden areas with collectibles to discover

Original Glove Skin - AVAILABLE NOW

Get nostalgic and play with the original Q.U.B.E. gloves equipped in Q.U.B.E. 2! Fans of the first game will recognise the
iconic gloves and be able to play with them in Q.U.B.E. 2. There is also the ability to switch between the old and new style

during gameplay.

Q.U.B.E. 2 Original Soundtrack - AVAILABLE NOW

Immerse yourself in the breathtaking musical score of Q.U.B.E. 2 composed by David Housden (Thomas Was Alone, Volume)

1. Milly's Theme

2. World's Apart

3. Forgotten Roots

4. Oasis

5. House of Leaves

6. Fragile Dreams

7. The Machine

8. Forgotten Dreams

9. Awakening

10. Home

11. The Entity

12. Bloom

13. Memory of God

14. Ruins

15. Sundered
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16. Memory of Man

 Puzzle Pack 2

To be announced!
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Title: Q.U.B.E. 2 - Season Pass
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Toxic Games
Publisher:
Trapped Nerve Games
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470 or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This is a cute game, with a nice bit of thought required and some strategy to boot. Well rounded gameplay with a lot of upgrade
combinations to experiment with and perfect will keep this game replayable.

Well worth the money!. Worth the price.

I'd definitely recommend this game to people who are found of mysteries, witches and pretty games! The characters are
adorable and well-defined and the puzzles are clever and original.

While entirely different from Trick & Treat, I was happy to find out more about Charlotte and Marilyn as well as the world they
are part of. I was also pleasantly surprised by how much the dev(s) has grown since their first game. A few typos here and there,
but nothing big enough to create a linguistic barrer.. Controls are terrible, gameplay is meh, and the overall sound, art, and
design of the game sucks. Definetly not worth any money, and worth even less time.. No. No. No. No. No. NO. This is un-
tested, rushed-out buggy trash. When you can actually get the game to not crash to the desktop, the bikes don't handle nicely at
all either. Complete trash.. Ehh, Its ok, i guess

if you like soccer.... Successfully made a simple song within an hour for absolute beginner like me. Worth every penny. Yet
more Bridge Constructor, Stunts stretches the already somewhat thin premise about as far as it can go.

The key problem here is that Stunts is as much a game of skill as it is bridge building, as many of the levels require your control
of the vehicle is precise to get through. The dual-requirement for the game doesn't play out well, and makes the game less "fun"
than it might have been.

As such, it compares poorly with other bridge constructor games in the series. It's not possible to recommend this over those..
Takes a little getting used to the interface but I'm able to create my animations fairly easily with little effort. Am well pleased
with my purchase.. Hands down the absolute best economic strategy game out there. I've never seen a game so deep. The
economy actually reacts to how you play as well. Very well designed.
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I loved the game, but could use some more maps and powerups<3. The game is a perfect example of the risk associated with
Early access. Devs took everybodies money and ran off with it. No updates or communication in over a year. Sadly, a really
interesting concept gone to complete waste. DO NOT BUY!. classic zuma. worth the $5 if you used to play it.. I like this game.
It's simple, but has a style.
It's best to play at night. Because it's so relaxing and meditative game.. This is my favorite game. Everyday I wake up and play
Tower of Lust. I'm locked in Skrek's basement no seriously help he's outside my fdoor dnfosdp;ln vkl.jd,BCN<Fva.k,jd.krjm
,ldr.m/lg,A/slD:. I am only a few hours in, but I enjoy this game. There are some points where I can't figure out what to do next,
which can be frustrating. However, the game is fun, the mechanics all work well, and the story is nice, if a little average.

It feels a lot like an old-school top down RPG from the 90s.. A young woman suffers a trauma in the death of her father, she
then battles her inner doubts and fears (spawning as enemies) using psychological tools and triggers as weapons (those are the
skills you choose as you level up). Kind of innovative and poetic and I wish I could recommend it, but it is hard to do so because
of all the bugs and crashes. Try the demo first and only get this on a sale and if you are very patient.. Played this game on the
original xbox and it was absolutely amazing being able to run around on split screen with my brother or co-oping with my
friends and the campaign is just amazing great story and very well done for such an old game, this game was a favorite of mine
back then and its still a huge favorite now, granted im a little upset to see the whole coop aspect of the game has been removed
for this version but the multiplayer makes up for that with the few people that still play this game the community is still friendly
and fun to play with, i would 100% reccomend this game for anyone who enjoys classic shooters or someone who just wants to
have fun with a few friends on a sniper match or a TDM! my overall rating for this game would be a 8.5/10 just because of the
dissapointment i had when i found out there was no coop mode pre-built in (you can get mods to play coop).. It wasn't much fun
for me personally but I can see how it appeals to others with it's interesting art style
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